Rev. Paul-Gordon Chandler
18th after Pentecost / Luke 16:1-13

When I was living in Egypt, we had our annual clergy retreats
at the 4th century St Bishoi Monastery, a Coptic Orthodox
monastery in the Wadi Natrun part of the Western Egyptian
desert.

…a perfect Middle Eastern introduction to our Gospel
reading, which is an ancient Middle Eastern story told by
Jesus often called the Parable of The Shrewd Manager
But I would rather like to title it: “A Drama of Spiritual
Worldliness” –which one could say sounds somewhat
paradoxical.

Every time we departed the monastery we found ourselves
face-to-face with fascinating interreligious juxtaposition of
truth about God.

It is perhaps the most difficult of all the parables to
interpret. It's about a manager who looks after the day to
day running of the owner’s estate - dealing with tenants and

And as you exit the main gates, there is inscribed on the arch
that you pass through, the simple but profound words of the 4th
century Egyptian monk, Evagrius the Solitary:
“Remember. God shows the greatest gentleness toward all
people”.

Then just down the street, about 50 meters away, there are
words on a renowned Sufi Muslim shrine that we pass by that
echo that ancient monk’s words: words found in the Quran
where God says “My mercy embraces everything” (7:156).
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employees.

He mismanages it and is fired and told to turn in the
books—for he wasted the owner’s property/finances.

Then he takes some hurried dishonest measures to preserve
his own future and reputation– by lowering the amounts the
various tenants owed the owner.

And the owner when finding out about it, instead of
criticizing him and being shocked at the whole thing,

actually expresses his appreciation at the shrewd thinking

complex that he declared them insoluble.

behind that action and praises the manager!
This is why it is so critical that we remember that our
Then Jesus says, - "The people of this world are more shrewd in

Scriptures are Middle Eastern in origin and therefore need

dealing with their own kind than are the people of light”!

to be read through a Middle Eastern cultural lens.

------------

-----------------------------------------------

Obviously, this parable does present some dilemmas to

The local Palestinian setting here is of a large landed-

understanding - with the main one being the compliment the

estate with a manager who has authority to carry out the

manager receives while being so plainly dishonest.

business of the estate.

Jesus, basing his teaching on the story of a shrewd crook who

The debtors were renters who had agreed to pay through a

feathered his own nest at the expense of the man who had

fixed amount of produce (their harvest) for the yearly rent.

trusted him, then appears to say here to his disciples - "Let this
be your model."

And the estate owner, was a person of noble character
respected in the community who cared enough about his

No wonder so many theologians in the first few centuries of the

own wealth to fire a wasteful manager.

early church found this parable too awkward to deal with and it
therefore received strikingly little early commentary 

Now when the owner asked the manager, “What is this I
hear about you?"…. interestingly the manager remains

Even more recent theologians, such as the late renowned Rudolf

silent - this is very significant within a Middle

Bultmann in Germany, viewed the problems in this story as so

Eastern and Mediterranean culture!
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He is then laid off and told to surrender the financial accounts.

Wrestling with his crisis, he considers digging – but

In other words, he is notified of his dismissal - and therefore his

culturally that is beneath the dignity of an educated man

legal authority is cancelled immediately.

in authority.

Yet at the same time – (as his dismissal is in process) - he still

He also rejects begging – as this would be shameful in

has room to scheme until he turns in the accounting books -

that context.

because word of his dismissal is not yet publicly out.
But his real problem is not the next meal - it is needing a
Interestingly, after he is dismissed and told to “turn in the

respectable new job – for who would hire him after he had

books", he is still silent! Giving no response!

been publicly shamed in what was and is a shame culture!

Now a Middle Easterner listening to this story told, even today,

And shame of course is the greatest fear in the Middle

would expect a classic debate where the manager loudly

East—what one should avoid at all costs. It is honor that

protests his innocence – this is very cultural - i.e. Cairo – cars

he is after!


So he needs to create a situation that will change this
But to everyone's amazement he remains silent! For he is

potential devastating public image.

affirming by his silence, "I am guilty."
And his plan is born in what is the parable’s climax
So he never thinks about trying to get his job back - all his energy is

- "I have decided what to do...."! And like a good

focused on his future!

drama it is unfolded to us.
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Now the secret key to his solution is that no one yet knows he is

If he does this NOW (after they began celebrating), their

fired. So he summons the debtors/renters.

joy will turn to anger and he will be viewed as miserly,
and he would be shamed.

They themselves do not know he is really powerless - they view
him as still in authority.

So he keeps silent, accepts the praise that is even now
being showered on him and allows the shrewd manager to

They assume the wner has approved of the reduced invoices

ride high on the wave of popular enthusiasm.

and not only that, but also think that he, the manager, had talked
the owner into it---like factory foreman who has arranged a

So in a backhanded way the actions of the crooked

generous Christmas bonus for all the workers!

manager are a compliment to the owner! – and this is key!

So the manager finishes his daring plan by gathering up the

So the owner turns to the manager and commends him as

freshly changed accounts and delivers them to the owner.

being shrewd…and he is praised for his wisdom, not his
dishonesty!

The owner looks at them and reflects on his alternatives. Now
he knows by this time the local village has already started a

Then Jesus closes his story with a wisdom saying -

great round of celebration in praise of him, the owner, as the

- concerning the lack of shrewdness of "children of

most generous man that ever rented out land in their district. 

light" (vs. 8b)

He can't really go back to the villagers and say it was all a deceitful

So what does this strange story mean?

ploy by the manager.
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It is actually a strong and distinct appeal to having insight on a

And this discolors and disfigures our Christian

crucial aspect of the nature of God.

faith…and especially the institution of the church.

Foundationally, the dishonest manager recognized something

One of the most common descriptions of God in the

supremely significant about the owner.

Hebrew Bible is "Raham" – the Hebrew word meaning to
have mercy. And "Raham" is a very profound term, as it

He is laid off - but is not scolded, punished or jailed by him.

is related to the word "womb”—embodying a mother’s

The owner, under the circumstances, has been unusually

emotions toward her children of having mercy toward

merciful and generous toward him.

them to the highest degree possible!

And Jesus’ listeners and today’s Middle Eastern readers,

Which is why in Islamic faith, God (Allah), is represented

Christian or Muslim, would pick this up immediately! For

most accurately by the first line in the Qur’an…

mercy and generosity are the highest virtues in the Middle East.

“Bismallah al Rahman al Rahim”—in the name of God,
the Merciful and the Compassionate—considered the

So, first and foremost the manager recognizes that the owner is

purest qualities and character traits imaginable!

merciful.
In fact every chapter, surah, in the Qur’an begins with “In
God is above and beyond anything else, a God of mercy…with

the name of God, the Merciful and the Compassionate”

mercy always being the central determinate of God's treatment

….thereby serving as the lens through which they see

of us and everyone else.

everything else.

-So often we tend to crowd God's mercy out with a system of
ethics and prescription of morality.
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This whole topic of ethics, morality and justice is not an easy

However, our point of departure for the spiritual

one. As a result, officially, the church never really system-

journey must always be the identity of the One who

atized its ethical teaching as it has done to its theological

gives us the map!

beliefs.
And this One is first and foremost a merciful God!
St. Ambrose of Milan (who baptized St. Augustine of Hippo)

The most important fundamental assumption about God

was the first to try to define Christian virtues on a stoic model.

we can have is that God is the essence of mercy.

Eventually ethics were reduced over time to church discipline,
thereby becoming like much of the Jewish religion at that time–

As the great Spanish novelist, Cervantes said, "Among

which the followers of Christ had originally tried to avoid.

the attributes of God, although they are all equal, mercy
shines with even more brilliancy than justice."

And consequently this led to “asceticism” (wanting to escape
“the world”) - and on to monasticism. Which led to Rules (i.e.

And in our story, knowing that the owner is

Rules of St. Benedict) - providing detailed do's and don'ts

extraordinarily merciful – the shrewd manager decides

leading to what became eventually a “Puritanism”…which

to risk everything on this aspect of his owner’s nature.

resembled a lot of my own family background.
And his plan we are told was the right one and he is
And this has shadowed the Christian faith ever since!

praised for it.

One could perhaps say, “Well, don’t we have the Ten
Commandments?”. And yes, while they are a general road map

True justice is rooted in the very nature of God.

that provides the main roads—they do not give specific detailed

With God’s mercy the standard measuring stick.

directions.
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Growing up in Senegal, a Muslim majority country, one heard

And when Jesus in effect tells his disciples at the end of

many proverbs told by the elders. One that I learned early on as

our Gospel story, thinking about the manager who based

a child, in the Wolof language, was “Yàlla rekk moo moom

his actions on knowing the owner’s merciful nature, to

baax”: “God alone owns goodness”.

"Go and do likewise,” he is really issuing a call to
everyone to “Go and think in this same way.”

William Sloane Coffin, that marvelous minister of Riverside
Church in NY was fond of saying, “God is not too hard to

In closing, I recently watched one of the most profound

believe in. God is too good to believe in, we being such

films I have seen in years. It’s a French film, titled Far

strangers to such goodness.”

From Men, and it that takes place it in southern Algeria in
1954 (as the Algerian uprising against the French begins).

Which is why God comes to our aide over and over again, more
often trumping our notions of what justice should be for either

The story is about how the lives of two very different

ourselves or others….regardless.

men, a French school teacher (played by Viggo
Mortensen) and a Muslim Algerian accused of murder, are

All too often religious and cultural understandings of justice,

thrown together by a world in turmoil.

right and wrong, lose God in the process!
The Algerian is put into the French man’s care to take him
The Sufi poet Rumi has this wonderful line that I love very

across the Atlas Mountains, and turn him in to the French

much, echoing God’s mercy: “Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing

authorities to go on trial. Not knowing at first if the

and right doing, there is a field. I'll meet you there.”

Algerian really did murder someone in his village, he
discovers on their journey that he really did.

He was fond of saying, “I am in the house of mercy”.
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There is this powerful scene towards the end of the film, as the
Western teacher decides to sends the Algerian Arab off into the
desert for his freedom, releasing him (as he knows his own
people, the French, will kill him).

He sends him off into that vast Saharan desert with these simple
and beautiful words (which he says in Arabic).
Trust in the Creator. He will be there for you.
Give to Him. He will give to you.
Ask Him. He will provide.
Is there really anything more to say?!

In the Name of God; The Merciful and the Compassionate!
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